
Parfin PlatformParfin Platform

The complete solution for 
digital asset management
The Parfin Platform was built from the ground up to be used by financial 
institutions to streamline their digital asset operations.

At the core of our solution, the Parfin MPC Custody offers world-class 
security, reliability and trust.

Manage digital asset and fiat por tfolio 
across integrated exchanges, banks
and custodians

Parfin Terminal

Bank grade MPC custody solution
and treasur y management tools
for  digital  assets

Security First

Multi-exchange trading terminal  and
foreign exchange capabilities

Trading & FX

Comprehensive reporting suite and governance tools

Reporting Suite



PORTFOLIO & TREASURY MANAGEMENT

Supported Counterparties

Connect the Parfin Terminal to an extensive network of 
counterparties such as exchanges, banks, OTC desks 
and custodians. Interact with them through our 
easy-to-use UI for secure crypto transfers, reporting, 
trading and governance.

MAIN FEATURES

Trading & Foreign Exchange

Use the Parfin Terminal Trade functionality to execute Limit or 
Market orders across integrated exchanges with direct market 
access from our front-end. View open orders across supported 
trading venues from a single source for better risk 
management. 

We have partnered with Brazilian banks to offer streamlined 
foreign exchange capabilities on the Parfin Terminal front-end 
and through APIs. We are compliant with local central bank 
regulations for foreign exchange through our comprehensive 
reporting capabilities and bank partnerships. 

Roles & Permissions

Parfin Terminal offers a multi-user access to your account, 
including different user roles with certain permissions. Your 
role tells you what you can and can't do within each account. 
You can enable consensus requirement for crypto transfers, 
which means that you will need an initiator and approver to 
execute transfers. 

Reporting

Comprehensive reporting suite to support your operations. We 
have implemented a dynamic approach to reporting, where 
you can create customized reports from a single source of 
information containing transactional ledgers from your 
connected counterparties and internal accounts. 

COMPLIANCE FRAMEWORK

SOC2 Certified

The Parfin platform is SOC2 certified by Ernst & Young, 
adhering to the most rigorous data privacy and security 
governance frameworks for institutions world-wide.

Compliance

The Parfin platform is compliant with global crypto assets 
regulations. Parfin uses Know your Transaction (KYT) tools 
for monitoring risk of crypto transactions real time.

INSTITUTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Security

Platform undergoes regular penetration testing

Highly secure API authentication system with two layered 
authentications

We use HSMs that have achieved FIPS 140-2 Level 2 rating 
or higher

All user data is fully encrypted, passwords are hashed and 
salted

Native support for Bitcoin (BTC), Ether (ETH), Solana (SOL), 
Hathor (HTR) and many more.

Portfolio Consolidation

You can aggregate your portfolio across integrated 
counterparties on a single consolidated view and use our 
treasury management solution to transfer digital assets 
securely and seamlessly to and from our digital asset custody. 

MPC CUSTODY
Securely store digital assets including cryptocurrencies, tokens, 
NFTs and tokenized assets with best-in-class governance 
controls and compliant with global digital asset regulations.

Our proprietary custody solution uses the latest multi-party 
computing (MPC) technology, which allows us to offer a 
distributed, multi-cloud, key-less architecture for storing 
digital assets.

Multiple Setup Options

We are able to deploy in the following modes:

Qualified Custodian: Parfin acts as custodian by hosting all 
MPC nodes and key shares in our secure infrastructure

Hybrid: You host one of more MPC nodes and use the Parfin 
SaaS Platform to manage your custody

On-prem: Parfin is able to deploy the entire custody solution 
on your premises so you become the custodian

Theft Coverage 

We have partnered with Coincover an FCA regulated coverage 
provider to offer key recovery services and an opt-in theft 
coverage of our warm wallet wallets directly integrated to the 
Parfin Terminal front-end or also accessible via API.

Banks:

Exchanges:

Custodian:

Contact us at info@parfin.ioContact us at info@parfin.io


